A key component in constructing a broad-scale, gridded population dataset is fine resolution geospatial data accurately depicting the extent of human activity. Analogous datasets are often developed using a wide range of methods and classification techniques, including the use of spatial features, spectral features, or the coupling of both to identify the presence of man-made structures from high-resolution satellite imagery. By using spatial and textural-based descriptors to generate highresolution settlement layers for two dissimilar regions at the peak of seasonal disparity, this study attempts to quantify the influence of seasonality on the accuracy of a supervised, multi-scale, feature extraction framework for automated delineation of human settlement. Results generated by numerous models are evaluated against a reference dataset allowing for assessment of seasonal and feature differences in the context of accuracy. Global or regional mapping of human settlement requires the assemblage of high-resolution satellite images with variegated acquisition characteristics (season, sun elevation, off-nadir, etc.) to produce a cloud-free composite image from which features are extracted. Results of this study suggest an emphasis on imagery criteria, in particular acquisition date, could improve classification accuracy when mapping human settlement at scale.
Introduction
The functionality of population distribution datasets has always been evident. The availability of datasets describing population conditions at a given time has proven valuable when planning or responding to population growth and distribution as well as emergency situations that arise (Tatem and Hay 2004) . The inherent difficulties associated with producing said datasets have likewise been well documented (Tatem and Hay 2004) . Whether it is mapping scattered villages composed of huts in sub-Saharan Africa or documenting urban expansion in U.S. cities, extracting information from high-resolution satellite imagery associated with the extent of human activity from any landscape will be challenging. Initial obstacles encompass intrinsic questions of resolution, scale, and metadata of available imagery such as sun elevation, view angle, and acquisition date (Karim et al. 2017) . The method or technique decided upon will likely present its own host of considerations as there are often drawbacks or trade-offs to appraise (Medjahed 2015) . Imagery attributes relating to haze or cloud cover can make processes such as feature extraction more difficult (Bai et al. 2016; Champion 2016; Dare 2005; Li et al. 2017; Liu and Yamazaki 2012; Panem et al. 2005; Ramesh and Satheesh Kumar 2013; Sun et al. 2017; Wu et al. 2016; Wu and Tang 2005) . Terrain characteristics such as ridge lines, mining sites, river beds, gullies, rocks, or confounding scrubland aspects can mimic targeted features. Local settlement characteristics can vary dramatically within a small region challenging even the best trained models. The impact of these factors is not always well defined or clearly understood. In order to aid that circumstance this study attempts to isolate a single characteristic associated with broad-scale processing of remotely sensed images. By focusing on acquisition date, more specifically seasonality, this research evaluates the potential impact seasonal variations might have on the classification accuracy of human settlement using multi-scale feature extraction techniques.
Background
The core concept of feature extraction or object classification is to analyze the elements of image components in order to assign said components a label or assemble them into categories for further applications (Medjahed 2015) . Contemporary methods or techniques have evolved to incorporate a proliferation of commercially available high-resolution imagery. Methods in the field have also incorporated technological advancements in the form of machine learning, high performance computing (HPC), and scalability (Alvarez-Cedillo 2013; Cheriyadat et al. 2007; Chen, Li, and Lin 2011; Hirabayashi et al. 2013; Patlolla et al. 2015; Prisacariu and Reed 2009; Storcheus, Rostamizadeh, and Kumar 2015) . The feature extraction process utilized in this study was developed at ORNL and incorporates the parallel computing platform CUDA to leverage GPU capabilities (Cheriyadat et al. 2007) . A commonality among recent techniques is the use of object-based classification methods over pixel-based methods as this makes better use of the details provided by high-resolution imagery as well as incorporating a spatial aspect that has proven to be beneficial (Crommelinck et al. 2016) .
Coupled with the philosophy of supervised learning, support vector machines (SVM) accomplish classification via mapping to feature space and compare favorably with other commonly used classifiers (Bosch, Zisserman, and Munoz 2007; Kim, Kim, and Savarese 2012; Qian et al. 2015; Wainberg, Alipanahi, and Frey 2016; Wen et al. 2018) . One of the benefits this method offers is the ability to adequately generalize from a less than ideal training set (Crommelinck et al. 2016) . SVMs provide the capability to incorporate a number of different feature types and can be leveraged for a variety of different applications. In this study the SVM was constructed to operate at a 16 by 16 pixel block level. The classifier determined whether the pixel blocks are considered settlement or non-settlement based on the feature descriptors generated. This was achieved by incorporating Python, CUDA, and C++ to employ the algorithms within an HPC framework described in Cheriyadat et al. (2007) and Patlolla et al. (2015) . Spectral characteristics of pixels along with spatial information regarding features were used to make this determination. This process was performed at multiple scales, five in total, scaling up from the original 16 by 16 pixel block to maximize the contextual information possibly associated with each feature (Weber et al. 2018) .
Utilizing contemporary methodologies this study aims to evaluate the impact seasonality might have on multi-scale feature extraction techniques. Replication of a general workflow centered around a supervised SVM classifier provides an adequate number of samples to imply the significance of any trends observed. By evaluating results in the context of a comprehensive comparison as well as individual features, the seasonal impact is isolated from the feature idiosyncrasies and an overview of expectations with regards to conventional techniques is achievable.
Study area
Two regions were selected to assess a range of seasonal effects in notably disparate settings. The regions of study were Charlotte, North Carolina (United States) and Kano, Nigeria. Charlotte is a city with over 800,000 people spread across approximately 770 square kilometers (Bureau 2016) . This city resides in a humid subtropical region (Peel, Finlayson, and McMahon 2007) that experiences a wide range of temperatures throughout the year with four distinct seasons: spring, summer, fall, and winter. April is the driest month while summer is typically humid and hot compared to the winters that are generally short and cool (Figure 1 ). Kano is a city with almost three million people spread across less than 500 square kilometers (Ayila, Oluseyi, and Anas 2014) . Occupying a tropical savanna region (Peel, Finlayson, and McMahon 2007) , Kano is typically very hot throughout the year and experiences two distinct seasons; a dry and wet season (Figure 2 ). December through February tends to be comparatively cool and very dry while the vast majority of the region's precipitation is received between the months of June and September. These two locations offer distinct seasonal variations that could impact supervised, multi-scale, feature extraction results.
For both regions, WorldView-2 and WorldView-3 imagery was acquired from DigitalGlobe under the Nextview License agreement (DigitalGlobe 2017). A total of eight images were selected; four different dates within a 12-month period for each region. Images were explicitly selected so that acquisition dates coincided with the approximate peak of each of the four seasons in Charlotte and two seasons in Kano, as well as two midpoints between the two dominant seasons in Kano (Table 1) . Images selected for the region of analysis were multispectral pan-sharpened (RBG-NIR) with a spatial resolution of 0.5 meter and unobstructed by clouds. 
Methods
An arbitrary grid of uniform, non-overlapping training blocks was generated for each study area where each training block spanned 2048 by 2048 pixels. Due to varying degrees of swath orientation for each image, the previously described tiling scheme was only generated where all four images coincided. This created a grid of 234 training blocks for Charlotte and 156 for Kano, totaling approximately 200 square kilometers and 160 square kilometers respectively ( Figure 3 ).
Fifteen training blocks from a study area's training grid were randomly selected. The reference building features from each training block were used as positive training and the remaining area was used as negative training. Low-level image features were then extracted for the 15 training blocks ( Figure 4 ). Features included histogram of oriented gradients and the gray level co-occurrence matrix (HOGGLCM), textons (TEXTONS), and vegetation indices (VEGIND).
HOGGLCM is the concatenation of two independent features and can be described as a texturebased feature combining the use of filters and pixel values to identify/characterize spatial structure and composition (Dalal and Triggs 2005; Patlolla et al. 2012 ) TEXTONS is similar to HOGGLCM and functions by utilizing filters for the purpose of capturing textural variation and orientation (Malik et al. 2001; Patlolla et al. 2015) Differing from both HOGGLCM and TEXTONS is VEGIND, which derives a variety of spectral indices and concatenates each individual index into a single feature vector (see Appendix A, Table A1 ) to differentiate vegetation from non-vegetation.
Once information had been extracted for each of the three features, this was then input to a linear SVM to generate a binary classification model for each feature ( Figure 5 ). This was accomplished by mapping the feature vector to one of the binary classes (settlement and non-settlement) in multidimensional space where the SVM could locate the hyperplane that best represents the boundary between the two classes (Kim, Kim, and Savarese 2012) . In turn, each model was applied to the entire image to produce a binary output representing the presence/absence of human settlement ( Figure 6 ). For further information regarding the HPC strategy employed for this process consult Patlolla et al. (2012) and for a detailed description of the work flow refer to Weber et al. (2018) . This entire process was reproduced 20 times for each of the four seasonal images. Therefore, a total of 240 binary classifications were generated for each study region. During each iteration, a new training sample consisting of 15 blocks was randomly selected.
Metrics
The 240 classified maps for Charlotte were compared on a pixel by pixel basis against LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) derived building features with a spatial resolution of 0.5 meters (Government 2013). The 240 classified maps for Kano were compared on a pixel by pixel basis with building features produced by deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with a spatial resolution of 0.5 meter (Yuan et al. 2018) . These CNNs utilized volunteered geographic information building outlines as training and generated a data set with impressive validation results that could be considered comparable to those of LiDAR building features. Comparisons for both study areas were performed at the native spatial resolution of that particular image (Table 1) . For example, the results for Charlotte January imagery were generated at the same spatial resolution (cell size) as the imagery itself and compared to a reference dataset of the same resolution. The assessment was accomplished by calculating a precision, recall, and F1 score for each result. Precision provides a useful metric for evaluating the effectiveness of a model in positive identification, in this case highlighting how much settlement commission was present in the results (1). Recall is more useful for appraising sensitivity or in this study the omission of settlement (2). The F1 score takes into account precision along with recall in order to evaluate the model performance in a more balanced manner that can be best described as the harmonic mean of the two (3). These metrics are commonly used to assess the performance of a process that generates discrete results and were chosen for their effectiveness in representing the basic form model error present in this study (Buckland and Gey 1994; Derczynski 2016; Flach and Kull 2015; Goutte and Gaussier 2005; Olson and Delen 2008; Torgo and Ribeiro 2009; Saito and Rehmsmeier 2015) .
5. Results
Significance of comprehensive results
A Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranks test was performed to assess whether any differences in results were statistically significant. This test was chosen over the parametric equivalent, one-way ANOVA, after a Shapiro-Wilk's test for normality confirmed the data were not normally distributed.
To comprehensively assess seasonal differences in classification accuracy for each study region, accuracy metrics of the 240 classified maps were evaluated together using season as the random factor (Table 2 ). For Charlotte, each measure of accuracy produced a p-value equivalent to zero. As these results were well below the 0.05 threshold associated with a 95% confidence level, this suggests there are significant differences in classification performance across seasons for each accuracy measure in Charlotte. For Kano, recall was the only metric in which significant differences can be seen among the seasons (Table 2) . Similarly, to determine whether any significant differences exist between classification performance and each feature, the 240 classified maps were evaluated together using the extracted feature as the random factor (Table 2 ). For both Charlotte and Kano, all accuracy metrics showed statistically significant differences between measured accuracy and the feature used to classify that image.
Significance of individual results
To conduct a more detailed and focused analysis, individual features were isolated in order to identify any potential differences in classification accuracy of a single feature across multiple seasons (Table 3) . Except for the combination of TEXTONS and recall, all other possible combinations of Conversely, seasonal differences for feature type and accuracy metric were not as pronounced for Kano. All p-values generated for HOGGLCM and TEXTONS were well above the 0.05 threshold for a 95% confidence level (Table 3) . This indicates there were no significant differences in the metrics across the seasons for these two features. The same holds true for VEGIND as well with recall being the lone exception (Table 3) . A possible explanation for the dissimilarity in results between the two study areas could be attributed to the difference in local settlement characteristics and terrain properties. Buildings in Charlotte appeared to be larger, more sparse, and less condensed when compared to Kano. There also appeared to be more impervious surfaces in Charlotte than Kano, which could have replicated settlement characteristics in terms of texture and shape.
Comprehensive seasonal differences
When classification results are pooled together using season as the random factor there are some notable findings. January would most likely be the optimal season in Charlotte, while October appeared to produce the worst results (Figure 7(a) ). The dashed lines represent the minimum and maximum values, the box represents the interquartile range (IQR), and the dot represents the mean. One possible explanation for the January imagery producing the best results is the significant snow cover present in the imagery. This suggests the disparity in appearance between snow covered and non-snow covered areas enhanced the contrast and improved performance of each feature. Earlier statistical assessment showed there were no significant differences in the results across the seasons for Kano. This finding can be observed by the similarity in seasonal distribution of accuracy scores in (Figure 7(b) ). As a complimentary assessment of individual feature performance, results for the four seasons are pooled together and the feature type is used as a random factor. From this assessment, VEGIND certainly stands out as the better option for both study areas, while HOGGLCM appears to generate the worst results (Figure 8 ). TEXTONS showed noticeably better results in Charlotte, especially when compared with a similar feature HOGGLCM (Figure 8(a) ). Ascribing this difference to previously mentioned local settlement characteristics or terrain properties would most likely require further research.
Seasonal impact on each feature
A final examination of seasonal results for each feature shows both similarities and differences for the two study areas. VEGIND outperforms the other two features in each instance save one, January in Charlotte (Figure 9(a) ). In Charlotte both HOGGLCM and TEXTONS would best be utilized in January when snow is on the ground (Figure 9(a) ). VEGIND performed best in July which corresponds to the peak of summer, when differentiating vegetation and non-vegetation would theoretically be more ideal than the other three image dates. Of note is the observable low point for results in October, corresponding to the peak of fall (Figure 9(a) ). This was observed for all three features and raises questions when one takes into account that visual differences in October imagery and April imagery are minimal at best. Given knowledge of Kano seasonality one would expect VEGIND to perform best in August at the peak of the wet season. However, May produced the highest score, though the difference in score between May and August was 0.13% (Figure 9 (b) and Table A3 ). As expected VEGIND did generate the lowest F1 score in January at the peak of the dry season. HOGGLCM and TEXTONS generated their highest scores in November, which upon visual inspection would be difficult to discern from the other midpoint imagery in May. There was a noticeable difference in the January scores between the two similar features raising questions as to what factors might be influencing the results. The F1 scores, as were the precision and recall scores, were noticeably higher in Kano when compared to Charlotte which can most likely be attributed to the previously mentioned local settlement characteristics and terrain properties (Tables A2 and A3 ).
Conclusion
Though differences in accuracy metrics among the seasons and features in this study only varied from 5-10%, this seemingly small difference can have a large impact within the context of scale. When performing satellite image based feature extraction across broad countries, regions, or simply a few image strips, minor improvements in classification accuracy can have a profound impact. Tests performed on the Kano study area showed that a single percent increase in overall classification accuracy resulted in a reduction of 1.6 square kilometers of falsely classified settlement (i.e. false positive). At broader scales, this 1% increase in overall accuracy would have an even greater impact on the total area of falsely classified settlement removed. This preliminary evaluation of accuracy impact underscores the obvious need for maximizing classification results not only in the algorithm and implementation, but also in the selection criteria of potential images to process, particularly when these techniques are commonly employed in gridded population data sets, estimation of built-up area, quantifying our ecological footprint, and/or urban dynamics research. From this research, we have determined that seasonality does influence the accuracy of multiscale feature extraction based settlement mapping. However, the influence of seasonality was not uniform as it varied depending on the feature employed for both study regions. There are limitations to the trends observed in this study that should be noted. Charlotte and Kano share certain characteristics with other regions in terms of climate, terrain, and settlement characteristics but are by no means representative of all regions. The imagery utilized in this study was half meter multi-spectral imagery and it remains to be seen if the trends in results observed would be replicated with panchromatic imagery (which excludes the use of VEGIND) or that of a lower resolution. Three features were incorporated in this study and the unique properties associated with each suggest that other features would not necessarily be expected to show the same trends. Also of note is the three accuracy metrics utilized in this study, there are several more commonly used in the field and given the inherent differences further testing would be required to investigate potential manifestations of these variations.
However, seasonal differences were still significant enough to draw conclusions that warrant consideration. For instance, the performance of VEGIND, particularly when compared to the other two features, would appear ideally suited for regions experiencing peak disparity in vegetation and nonvegetation. The other two features, HOGGLCM and TEXTONS, also proved useful in certain situations. Their performance on the January snow covered imagery of Charlotte suggests possible applications at extreme latitudes when the acquisition of snow free imagery could be more problematic or in other areas where vegetation is more sparse (e.g. scrublands and deserts). Overall, the results of this study do highlight trends worth considering when acquiring imagery for feature extraction techniques as well as the inherent factors associated with these decisions.
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